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research needed on
regionalre onaI1 highhigh schools

the reported difficulties at the william E beltz
state regional high school in nome we believe bear the
extent of research so the state can learn what is wrong
in that regional system getting to the bottom of the
exisexistingexisfingfing difficulties can perhaps establish a future criteria
in the administration of regional secondary education

similar schools such as that at nome are in the
plans for kotzebue bethel and other localities for imple-
mentation what is learned at the beltz school as to diffi-
culties might be avoided in the future administration of
the regional facilities in order to mete them out a dis-

tinctivelytinct ively impartial research into the problems should be
made

if a study is made at beltz it should be remembered
that the facilities in the northern areas of the state will be
utilized by predominantly native secondary students it
should be rememberedberemembered that these students are peculiarly
imbued with the nature of their surroundings and cultures
of their areas this should be kept in mind because a new
york type secondary education facility will not altogether
fit like a glove when applied in northern alaska where
physical surroundings customs and traditions are as
different as night and day with those in new york

the state of alaska has a big stake in the education
of its young people it cannot be less interested less

motivated in the administering of its regional schools it
cannot be less interested in providing on even scale qual-
ity education with equal provisions of curricula that per-
haps would somehow be amenable to the unique areas of
northern schooling with the achievement of this it would
be even more desirable atmosphere for free integration of
students in regional high schools especially

perhaps the mixing together of the states secondary
students can provide an answer in the area of attitudes in
integrated schools they perhaps can come up with the
answer for a more meaningful administration of future
regional high school facilities


